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1. OVERVIEW

A long-standing goal of synthetic biology is to rapidly en-
gineer new regulatory circuits from simpler regulatory ele-
ments [8, 16, 2, 7]. As the complexity of engineered cir-
cuits increases, it becomes increasingly important to utilize
quantitative models to guide circuit construction effectively,
but previous efforts have been hindered by lack of accu-
racy in predictions of circuit behavior [13, 10]. To address
this shortcoming, we have developed Empirical Quantita-
tive Incremental Prediction (EQuIP), a new method for ac-
curate prediction of genetic regulatory network behavior.
EQuIP predictions are based on a composable black-box
model derived solely from empirical observations of steady-
state and dynamic behavior. We have validated the preci-
sion of EQuIP predictions for six transcriptional cascades
in transiently transfected mammalian cells. These cascades
exhibit over 1,000-fold cell-cell variation in fluorescence, yet
EQuIP’s predictions have a mean error of only 1.6-fold com-
pared to experimental data. Such accurate predictions will
foster reliable forward engineering of complex biological cir-
cuits from libraries of standardized devices.

2. EMPIRICAL PRODUCTION/LOSS MODEL

Effective construction of genetic circuits in synthetic biol-
ogy involves choosing parts that combine to produce a de-
sired behavior—an task that rapidly increases in importance
and complexity for larger circuits. Current biological circuit
models often explicitly encode all the biochemical reactions
in the system believed to be significant (e.g., [11, 1, 9]), but
their accuracy is impaired by difficult to estimate parame-
ters and inadequate incorporation of cellular context effects.
The main alternative, black-box abstractions, have been fre-
quently explored (e.g., [7, 17, 14, 3, 12]), but until now there
has been no black-box model that successfully predicted the
experimental behavior of a multi-gene circuit.

Our EQuIP black box model improves on prior approaches
by combining three key ingredients: an appropriate level of
device abstraction, obtaining detailed and internally vali-
dated characterization data, and an effective framework for
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modeling circuit behavior from part characterization. In our
abstraction, a device encapsulates a small set of regulatory
interactions that transduce input values into correspond-
ing outputs. For each device, we collect empirical observa-
tions of expression dynamics and device steady-state behav-
ior within the appropriate cellular context. This informa-
tion is then used to create a composable device model with
commensurate units describing the relationship between in-
put levels, the circuit (i.e., plasmid) copy number, and the
corresponding production and loss rates for the output bio-
logical species. EQuIP thus abstracts away biochemical de-
tails and captures significant interactions with the cellular
context without requiring either explicit or well-understood
models of those interactions. Using a piecewise linear ap-
proximation of input/output transfer curves, rather than
making strong biochemical assumptions (e.g., using Hill ki-
netics), allows us to build a model that includes the effects
of interactions with the cell even when an explicit model is
not available.

EQuIP’s device production and loss functions are derived
from three sets of characterization data: fluorescent protein
calibration and normalization, constitutive gene expression
measured over time, and input/output transfer curves. The
calibration and normalization data are an extended set of
controls used to map each color’s fluorescence measurements
to absolute MEFL units [15] and to compensate for system-
atic variation between data sets, following the calibration
protocols that we have previously laid out in [5].

Fundamental production and loss dynamics for the sys-
tem are determined from measurement of the time course of
constutive and transcriptional activator driven expression.
Data from a 72-hour experiment to determine these dynam-
ics is shown in Figure 1(a). Our analysis of this model gives
a mean behavior of cell division every 20 hours through 47
hours of expression, convolved across a variable initial de-
lay of up to one division time. From this, we determine a
loss function based on exponential dilution from cell growth
(expected to dominate, given stable proteins) and a rela-
tive production function uniquely determined on an inverse
model of the dilution of protein and plasmids over time.

This constitutive production model is transformed into a
model of regulated production with the aid of an input/output
transfer curve: a snapshot of the relationship between in-
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(a) Expression Time Series

(b) TAL14 Transfer Curve

Figure 1: EQuIP uses two sets of input data: ex-
pression time series (a) are used to quantify incre-
mental fluorescence production and loss rates, and
input/ouput transfer curves (b) are used to quan-
tify regulatory relationships (dashed lines are pro-
jection; inset shows binning by constitutive fluores-
cence).

put and output concentrations at a particular time. We de-

termine this relation using a device characterization circuit

with three fluorescent reporter proteins that approximate in-

put concentration (IFP), output concentration (OFP), and

number of circuit copies in a cell (CFP). We estimate the

relative circuit copy number for an individual cell based

on the intensity of a fluorescent protein (CFP) constitu-

tively expressed from one of the co-transfected plasmids [6].

To account for behavior variance due to variance plasmid

copy number, we split the flow cytometry characterization

of each sample into logarithmically partitioned subpopula-

tions (“bins”) based on CFP fluorescence. The mean ex-

pression level of each fluorescent protein is then computed

independently for each subpopulation [4]. This allows us to

diminish the impact of noise associated with single cell data

while still capturing the differential behavior due to circuit

copy number.

3. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

To validate EQuIP, we gathered transfer curves for three

hybrid repressor devices: TAL14, TAL21, and LmrA. Each

experiment was performed with a co-transfection, follow-

ing the characterization method in [5]: triplicate samples of

Figure 2: Experimental testing of two element cas-
cades, such as this TAL14-TAL21 cascade, shows a
good agreement between EQuIP predictions (cir-
cles) and observed experimental data (lines and
crosses).

each circuit were induced with a series of Dox concentra-

tions covering the full range of rtTA3 activation, and fluo-

rescence was measured using flow cytometry at t = 72 hours

post-transfection. Figure 1(b) shows the transfer curve for

TAL14, segmented by circuit copy number, with the seg-

mentation indicated on the inset histogram of constitutive

expression.

We then used these data to predict the behavior of all two-

repressor cascades comprising TAL14, TAL21, and LmrA,

and compared these predictions to experimental results. The

observed mean output levels for different input/plasmid com-

binations have more than a 1,000-fold range for each of the

six cascades across the different cell sub-populations; over

this wide range, the mean error of predicted versus observed

output is only 1.6-fold for all six transcriptional cascades

measured. Figure 2 shows one example of these six: the

72 hour input/output predictions vs. experimental data for

the TAL14-TAL21 cascade. EQuIP is also effective at pre-

dicting which combinations of repressors are best matched

to provide the greatest differential expression between fully-

induced and un-induced states: although the induction pre-

dictions from EQuIP are conservative (they under predict

the gain), they correctly identify the TAL14-TAL21 and

TAL21-TAL14 cascades as having significantly stronger gain

than all cascades involving LmrA.

4. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The ability to make accurate predictions without detailed

biochemical models of genetic regulatory devices makes EQuIP

a powerful abstraction, as it only uses readily available single-

cell fluorescence data with minimal assumptions or indirect

inference. As may be expected, predictions are less accurate

for extreme expression levels and circuit copy numbers. An-

ticipated future work includes improving models and gather-

ing additional data to allow prediction of there more extreme

cases, validation of EQuIP on more complex circuits, appli-

cation of predictions to improve regulatory protein design,

and adaptation of EQuIP to other organisms. On the basis

of such expansion, we anticipate that EQuIP may become a

critical building block in a new era of exponential growth in

our ability to engineer biological systems.
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